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Specifications

Package Dimensions 9.96 x 1.73 x 1.22 inches
Voltage 3 Volts
Light Source Type LED
Finish Type Painted
Material Plastic
Shade Material Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
Power Source Battery Powered
Number of Light Sources 12
Connectivity Technology USB
Wattage 1.5 watts
Brand PERFECTDAY

Introduction

A rechargeable reading light is a portable lighting device designed for reading in low light conditions. It typically
consists of a LED bulb, a rechargeable battery, and a charging port. The light can be charged using a USB cable,
making it convenient to use and carry. The light is usually designed to be small and lightweight, making it easy to
carry around, and some models come with adjustable brightness levels and different color temperatures, allowing you
to customize your reading experience.

What’s In the Box?

Rechargeable Light
Battery
User Manual

LONG-LASTING, ENERGY-EFFICIENT QUALITY

Are you a voracious reader of books? Then, this is the ideal accouterment for reading at home or when traveling,
especially at night. The lamp body is constructed of durable ABS, and it contains 12 eye-friendly LEDs with three
brightness settings and a clamp that makes it simple to attach it to reading materials of any size, including books,
magazines, and newspapers. With a built-in battery that can operate for up to 60 hours on USB recharging,

MODES OF COMFORTABLE BRIGHTNESS

There are three brightness settings available on our reading book clip light, including warm, cold, and white light.
Enjoy reading your favorite magazine, article, story, or notes while protecting the eyes of both children and adults
with a dimmable blue light filter, or just use the computer for any job. And any School Or Office Work.

360 DEGREE GOOSE-NECK LAMP ADJUSTABLE

Flexible reading lamp that allows you to focus completely when reading books or taking notes and alter the viewing
angle up to 360 degrees. The clasp doubles as a bookmark and is great for camping, children’s reading, studying,
using as a music stand or computer light. Since the lamp only provides enough light to illuminate the whole book,
avoid disturbing your companion while they are in bed.

PORTABLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT READING LIGHT

Our clip book reading light can be folded up, is portable, lightweight, and small enough to put in your pocket, pouch,
or bag. Both indoor and outdoor reading are possible with a functional reading light. Luminescence ultra-bright LED
lamp, no flicker and lowest power consumption.

Features

1. Rechargeable battery: The light is powered by a rechargeable battery, eliminating the need for frequent battery



replacements and making it eco-friendly.
2. LED bulb: The LED bulb provides bright and energy-efficient lighting for reading.
3. Adjustable brightness: Many rechargeable reading lights come with adjustable brightness levels, allowing you to

customize the lighting to your preference.
4. Color temperature: Some models offer different color temperatures, such as warm white or cool white, allowing

you to choose the lighting that’s most comfortable for your eyes.
5. USB charging: Rechargeable reading lights can be charged using a USB cable, making it easy to charge at

home or while traveling.
6. Long battery life: Rechargeable reading lights have a long battery life, allowing you to use them for extended

periods of time before needing to recharge.
7. Flexible design: Some rechargeable reading lights come with a flexible arm or neck, allowing you to adjust the

light to the perfect position for reading.

Frequently Asked Questions

How long does it take to charge the battery?

It takes about 2 hours to fully charge the battery.

How long does the battery last?

The battery can last up to 3 hours when fully charged.

How do I turn on/off the light?

Press the power button for 3 seconds, and it will turn on/off.

How do I adjust the brightness of the light?

Press the power button once, and it will switch to low brightness; press it again, and it will switch to medium
brightness; press it again, and it will switch to high brightness. Press and hold the power button for 3 seconds when
you want to turn off the light.

What is included in the package?

A reading light, a USB cable, a user manual, and a warranty card are included in the package.

Is this product waterproof?

No. Please do not place this product under water or expose it to water.

How does it get recharged?

It is plugged in similarly to a cell phone! My son can recharge it almost anywhere using the same socket as my
phone, which is fantastic and easy!

Has anyone had this light turned on by themselves before?

Yes, this occurred because it “switched off” while the battery was low. I suppose it only had enough power to come
on again in the middle of the night, but this didn’t last long because it was clear that it still need charging. In other
words, there is a chance that it will suddenly switch back on for a little amount of time if it is still on when it is low on
power and shuts off on its own.

The light is lovely, but how do you charge it? arrived without a charger.

A short, black charging cord was included with mine. Once I charged it, everything was good. I think you should get in
touch with them.

Can I use it with my Kindle e-reader?

Although I haven’t tried it with my Kindle, I believe it would work.

Why is it stated that the item cannot be delivered to your location?



I do not recall getting a pouch. But it’s a very lovely light. I’m happy I purchased it.

Where is the light’s USB port?

A little USB port is included. Visit the product page on Amazon to see it. Click on the product picture with five
perspectives. The USB port is located in the middle of the base as shown in the photo to the right, which is somewhat
of a view of the rear of the lamp. The device comes with a short cable that fits into that port and has a standard USB
socket on the other end.

If you plug it in or charge it, does it have a pass-through (which turns on)?

Yes. You might require a bigger cable. I often engage in this.

How long does a charge last?

7-8 hours pass after charging. The charge lasts a very long period because the LED doesn’t consume a lot of
energy.

Just bought 12 perfectday leds, but they won’t charge?

I utilised the charging wire for my Kindle Fire because it was already in use. Two hours after the red light turned on,
the green light appeared. The light is excellent. You might have to swap yours.
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